This paper describes the kinds of strategies naïve users of an industrial robotic platform make use of and analyze how these strategies are adjusted based on the robot"s feedback. The study shows that users" actions are contingent on the robot"s response to such a degree that users will try out alternative instruction strategies if they do not see an effect in the robot within a time frame of two seconds. Thus, the timing of the robot"s actions (or in-actions) influences how users instruct the robot.
INTRODUCTION
This study addresses the strategies human users take intuitively when they demonstrate novel actions to a robot and how the effectiveness of these strategies is negotiated between user and robot based on the timing of the robot"s responses. Understanding what strategies users intuitively take when instructing a robot is relevant not only for service robots, where naïve users may want to adapt robots to their particular domestic environments, but also in industrial settings where understanding what strategies are the most intuitive may help prevent errors when various employees may demonstrate novel actions to a robot. The current study therefore aims to determine first what strategies users intuitively start out with.Second, it traces how users modify their instruction strategies over the first minutes of the teaching interactions based on the robot"s responses; that is, we analyze what effect the timing of the robot"s response has on the choice of users" instruction strategies over time. Especially if robots are meant to adjust to human users, it is crucial to know how their behavior is adapted to the robot over time.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Much research addresses aspects of the timing of robot responses; especially in the area of social robotics, previous work shows consistently that delays influence the quality of interactions. For instance, Sidner et al. [1] shows that human communication partners judge a robot producing contingent non-verbal feedback to be more reliable and its movements more appropriate, and they interact longer with the robot and attend to it more. Moreover, Kose-Bagci et al. [2] find that human participants prefer interactions in which a humanoid robot's turn-taking behavior is driven by a contingency model whose temporal dynamics is the closest to 'natural' human-human conversations. Finally, experiments by Lohan et al. [3] and Fischer et al. [4] show that the timing of robot responses influences the extent to which users tutor the robot.A few studies furthermore address intuitive user behaviors in the tutoring of robots; for instance, Thomaz & Breazeal [5] analyze users" intuitive tutoring strategies and find that users" intuitive non-verbal tutoring strategies during learning from demonstration facilitate robot learning [6] . However, Chernova & Thomaz [7] in their recent review of robot learning from human teachers argue that users" behaviors in such tutoring situations have not been sufficiently studied; thus, what effects the timing of robot behaviors may have on the strategies human tutors choose is still open.
METHOD
We elicited 34 interactions in which users were free to tutor a robot in any way they thought suited. The robot"s task is to assist the user during the assembly of an IKEA toolbox. The data investigated here are the first minutes of the interactions in which users negotiated a strategy for the subsequent tutoring.
Procedure
Participants were led into the lab, signed a consent form, had their picture taken and were then shown to the robot and told that the robot would be able to fetch the parts for them, but that they would need to instruct it to do so when appropriate and in whatever way that made sense to them; participants should then assemble the box on their own. Participants were led to believe that the robot acted autonomously, but was in fact controlled using the Wizard-of-Oz technique. The human "wizard" was instructed to react to gestures (e.g. pointing) and to ignore all other actions by the participants (e.g. speech). The "wizard" had multiple cameras to observe the participants and to navigate the workspace. Due to the intranet, there was a slight delay for about one second between users" instruction and robot response. 
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Participants
All 34 participants are students or employees from the technical campus at the University of Innsbruck. Their mean age is 23.9 (SD = 4.57). There is an uneven distribution of gender so that only one third (11) of the participants are women while two thirds (23) are men.
Robot
The robot is an industrial robot platform equipped with a Kuka arm and a Karlsruhe humanoid head, both with seven degrees of freedom. The head was covered by a 3D-printed face to hide away the electronics and give participants an impression of a humanoid face.
RESULTS
What do people start out with?
The type of strategies or actions that participants start out with can be sorted into three categories: pointing gestures (47.1%), verbal commands (20.6%) and attention-getting gestures (such as waving a hand at the robot; 32.4%). Actions are defined as any act, verbal or nonverbal, that participants perform with the intent of getting the robot to comply.
What do they do next?
The delay between participant"s first and second actions is very small: 2.3 seconds (sd=1.0) on average. However, we did see some interpersonal variation (range=1.01-5.11 on a positively skewed distribution). Participants thus initiate a new action quickly after having completed their first action. Even though half of the participants (47.1%) use a gesture that makes the robot move, only 6.3% of these realize that their instruction was successful. Instead, they perform several other actions (m=3.09, sd=2.43) after the first one.
How do people react to the robot
Because participants at first do not realize that a pointing gesture will make the robot move, many of them adopt alternative strategies for how to instruct the robot. In fact, exactly half of the participants whose first action is a pointing gesture end up using their own hand to create a mirror image for the robot to follow.
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The study shows that the delay of the robot"s response leads users to abandoning their initial instruction strategies; thus, especially those that are most intuitive to the users because they constitute their first choice are not the strategies they end up using to instruct the robot with because they interpret the robot failing to comply within two seconds as a sign that it does not understand this instruction. This inference is very similar to the interpretation of delay in human conversation, where the failure to respond within an expected timeframe (usually 300 msec) is understood as noncompliance with a request [8] . For the design of intuitive humanrobot tutoring interfaces this means we need to find ways in which the robot can successfully communicate that it has understood and is executing a task. How a robot can do this best is still an open question and one we will pursue in the near future. 
